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IN LOCKDOWN
HOW TO HOW TO KEEP SMILINGKEEP SMILING

WE CAN DO THIS!WE CAN DO THIS!
We’re all experts at lockdown now, but our guide should help you 
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…can be hard!  

Read FirstNews!

With so many places closed, there 
are loads of virtual tours you can take 

cool virtual tours you can take:
The Louvre museum in Paris:  

Walk around the Smithsonian 

Visit a NASA centre: 

 

Go round the Tower of London: 

Palace: 

 

Grab the popcorn and watch a 

 
  

 

 

!

 

 

great tutorial: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
an older person

learn at 

There’s a great list of podcasts you can 
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There are lots of ways to help and 
encourage wildlife in your garden. 
Here are a couple of our favourites.

 Build a hedgehog house: 

 Make a bird feeder: wildlifetrusts.

garden

Help wildlife

Learn how to make whipped milk at:

too: 
bombs

Plan a treasure 
hunt at 
home

Follow this guide to make some  
 

on a performance:

Use things at home to make an 
obstacle course. You could crawl 

cushion and add challenges like  
 

Create an obstacle 
course at home

Switch hands

Relax by colouring

Make a list of things 
you are grateful for

Take photos
Take one photo a day that sums up 

up a Lockdown Life photo album.

Fill a sealed container with cool 
things. Bury it then make a note on 
the calendar when you want to dig it 
up and remember what life was like.

Try a new food

Draw yourself  
as a superhero

Get lost in a new book

Make a scrapbook
All you need is a notebook. Decorate 

anything from pics and photos to 
stories and poems. You could even 
cut out some of your favourite bits 
from First News.

cardgames.io is a great place to 
learn the rules for a whole load of 
classic card games. You can play 

the rules and play at home with 
your family and a deck of cards.

Learn a card game

Write a postcard and 
send it to a friend

and Collins have a word of the  
day. Keep checking to expand  
your vocabulary and see if you  

Learn new words

What do you want to do when 
lockdowns are a thing of the past? 
Write a wish list of everything you 
hope to do when life eventually  
gets back to normal.

Create a wish list

Draw a box for each day of the 

your body and mind. Give it a go at 

Try some yoga

birds. Look and listen to spot birds 
near you and hear them sing. The 
RSPB has a great guide to bird song 

Create a mini golf course to play at 
home. You can buy packs to help you 
at plonkgolf.co.uk/shop

Mini golf at home

Cook something new

your family history these days. This 

tree: thegenealogykids.com

Research your 
family tree

Host a games night for 
your family

Write a story or poem. It could be 
about you and your experiences or 

even work on it with a friend online. 
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LOCKDOWN TIPS by Emma Sparrow from the RCPCH FirstNews    

STAYING 
HEALTHY 
AT HOME
HOW
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FirstViews

Have your say in the FirstNews weekly poll at 

edmonds123 · 
because you have more of an idea 
of what you are doing and you get 
to see everyone in person! I also 

like that you have friends at school 
that you can talk to in person.

because u can get a snack every 

oceangirl · I prefer school 
because I get to see my friends in 
person and I feel much more ‘in 

the zone’ than at home, probably 
because I am at home and I don’t 

do work at home, other than  
my homework.

inkdrop · I only prefer staying 
at home because I can get up 45 
minutes later than I usually need 

through social media and do 
lessons online so I guess I’m  

quite lucky.

starblaze3 · 
school much easier because the 
teachers are there for you to ask 

for help and it is easier to interact 
with your friends. This is much 

because you don’t have that many 

ninjahorse · I prefer home learning 
because my class is horribly 

loud and noisy, and I never get 
ANYTHING done, and nor does 

anyone else. But I do miss seeing 
and playing with my friends.

mdob · I personally think that 

it is harder to make and contact  
friends and we don’t have proper 

support in our learning.

I prefer school because 
the lessons are more fun and at 

the computer with no-one actually 
talking things through except  

my parents.

airbus · I like school because 
we have friends there, and the 
teachers are more experienced  

Back in April 2020, around 

began, we asked you what you 
liked best – home learning or 

being at school? 

1,000 of you took part in  

We’d like to know if you 

our new poll – details at the 
 

were made by readers near 
 

But how do you feel now? ace19 · I love working at home! It 
is way more relaxed and there is 
less chance of bullying and peer 

pressure!

sassor · I prefer home learning 
because I’m doing less work.

pandemic began, do you 
prefer home learning or  

being at school?

NO BACK 
TO SCHOOL 
JUST YET!

scar_xx · I like home learning  
as I feel more comfortable and  

myself reading and doing  
work on my own.

tobyandedd · I’m currently in Year 
6, have about three tests a week 
and struggle with anxiety. Tests 

and homework make me stressed, 
but at home I feel happy and 

comfortable.

When asked whether schools would reopen, a spokesperson for Prime 

at the lockdown rules on 15 February, and that there would be no news on 
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CAT CARER RETIRES

QUICK NEWS
TO READ YOURSELF AND SHARE WITH FRIENDS

CHANGING TIMES

At 87 years old, Joyce Harris is winding 
down her work at the cat sanctuary 
she started 35 years ago. She set up 
the Loughborough Cat Sanctuary in 
her back garden and has cared for 
thousands of cats. She hopes that 
someone else will take charge of the 
sanctuary. Joyce, who was awarded a 

work, said: “It would be wonderful to 
know that somebody was taking in all 
these cats. It’s been a wonderful 35 
years and I’d do it again.”

Disney+ has decided to block 
children under seven from 
watching some of its classic 
movies. The streaming service has 
put a block on original animated 

Peter Pan, Dumbo 
and The Aristocats, over worries 
that they highlight “harmful 
stereotypes”. The movies will not 
show up on children’s Disney+ 
accounts, and will feature 
warnings on adult accounts. 

France has passed a new law to 
protect the rural noises and smells 
of the countryside. That includes 
those made by animals and farming 

court cases brought by residents who 
complained. The law means people 

with some noisy, smelly animals!

parking spaces has gone up for sale. 

London, and will set you back a 
whopping £350,000! That’s more than 
the price of a house in many places. 

from Harrods department store.  

London is hoping to host the world’s 
biggest marathon this year, with 
100,000 people taking part. Organisers 

race will go ahead on 3 October. If 
so, a whopping 50,000 runners are 
expected to take to the streets of the 
capital, while another 50,000 will be 

WONKA MOVIE

books for kids has been released by 

can understand and share the feelings 
of others. You can check out the books 
and guides at empathylab.uk/2021-

.

THE WALK 
RESCHEDULED

PRICEY PARKING

UPSET MUSICIANS

among more than 100 musicians who 

with the deal, which they say will 
make it almost impossible for them to 

There are calls for an agreement to be 

PROTECTED SMELLS

Last year we told you about 
The Walk, which will see a giant 
puppet travel through Europe. 
The journey of the puppet, called 

the plight of millions of refugee 
children who are separated from 
their families. Unfortunately, The 
Walk has had to be rescheduled 
because of the pandemic. It will 
now start its journey from the 
Turkish-Syrian Border on 27 July 

UK, on 3 November 2021. 

EMPATHY BOOST

On 2 February, it’s Groundhog Day 
in America. The unusual day sees 

groundhog named Punxsutawney Phil. 

his burrow and sees his own shadow, 
there will be six more weeks of winter 
weather. If he doesn’t see his shadow, 
there will be an early spring. 

GROUNDHOG DAY

RUNNING RECORD

Willy Wonka is to be made by Warner 

else is known at this stage. Wonka is 
set for release in 2023. 
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BIG BIRTHDAY 
his 91st birthday last week with a 
whopping 91 candles! The second  
man to walk on the moon was treated 
to a huge birthday cake to mark his 
big day. That’s a lot of candles to blow 



Here’s what our 
fans have to say!
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To order, visit 0330 333 0186

FirstNews 

 
First News!

TRY 
3 ISSUES
FOR £1

GET FIRST NEWS 
DELIVERED TO 
YOUR HOME 
EVERY WEEK!

 
First News into 

    To everyone at First News, thank you so much! I love it. I tell all 

wait for it to come through the door.

“ “

    I read First News, it is great! I keep randomly telling 
my family and friends facts and they say: ‘Where did you 

First News  user
“ “

    My kids race to the door when First News is delivered on Friday. 
Thank you for delivering something to pull them away from 

have taken to the puzzles.

“ “

    I love First News
as well as encouraging them to read. Thank you!“ “

!

h k you so m
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ELEPHANTS are being counted all the 
way from space!

A 13-YEAR-old schoolgirl has campaigned 
successfully for a statue to be built of famous 
fossil hunter Mary Anning. 

FOSSIL HUNTER HONOURED

SPOTTING SPOTTING 
FROM SPACEFROM SPACE

SCHOOL’S OUTSCHOOL’S OUT

Syrian children stand in their school’s 

The statue will also feature Mary’s beloved dog, Tray
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THE Cookie Monster sure does rock – 
and here’s the evidence to prove it!

looks like the Cookie Monster from US TV 
show Sesame Street, was discovered in 
Brazil by geologist Mike Bowers. He says 

for his pieces of blue quartz rock.
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WASHINGTON, DC, USA
JOE Biden is sworn in as the 46th president of the United States, as his wife 

CHILDREN  

NORTHAMPTON, UK

LOUISIANA, USA

FLORIDA, USA

PERTH, 
AUSTRALIA



WE know that many people are  
struggling with the coronavirus rules.

Not going to school, or being able to see your 

discover a new hobby or a new skill that will be with you for 
the rest of your life!
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EDITOR’S COMMENT

 BAD WEEK FOR…
ESSEX POLICE
AFTER receiving witness reports of an 
illegal rave, police cars sped to the Essex 

When they arrived, they quickly realised 
that a rave was not in fact taking place 
– it was just a queue for pensioners to 
receive their coronavirus jab! 

Visit 

Get First News delivered to your home!

TRY 3 ISSUES FOR £1

THIS LUCKY LADY
DENG Pravatoudom has won $60 million 

using numbers her husband dreamed of 

to the pandemic, had been playing the 
same numbers for the past two decades 

AFTER a slight boost in December, retail sales across the 
UK have fallen at the fastest level since records began.

This week, it was announced that online fashion retailer  
Boohoo would be buying the Debenhams brand and website for 

thought to be unlikely that any of the 12,000 people who work for 

 GOOD WEEK FOR…

about the coronavirus pandemic.

pictures and rhymes involving the creatures 
 

Julia Donaldson said: “It cheered up my 
own lockdown when Axel suggested that 
we produce another series of COVID-related 
pictures and verses, and I hope the results 

 

OXFAM has said that the world’s  
richest ten men have seen their combined wealth increase by $540 billion 
(£400 billion) during the pandemic – enough to pay for a vaccine for every person  
on the planet, and reverse the rise in poverty over the last year.

The Inequality Virus report was released by Oxfam 

rising inequality, half a billion more people could be living 

“The virus hit an already unequal world and, without 

just how much one billion is. Here’s 
one way to look at it: if you were to 
count to one million, one number 

every second, it would take  
11 days, 13 hours, 46 minutes, and 

would take you 31 years, 251 days,  
7 hours, 46 minutes and 40 seconds 

RETAIL SALES RETAIL SALES FALLFALL
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STAY AT HOME WITH STAY AT HOME WITH 
THE GRUFFALOTHE GRUFFALO

In September, the richest man on Earth, 

of Amazon’s 876,000 employees a $105,000 

he was at the start of the pandemic

BILLIONAIRES
GET EVEN RICHER 
DURING THE PANDEMIC

OXFAM has said that the world’s
richest ten men have seen their combined wealth increase by $540 billion 
(£400 billion) during the pandemic – enough to pay for a vaccine for every person 
on the planet and reverse the rise in poverty over the last year

In September, the richest man on Earth, 

of Amazon’s 876,000 employees a $105,000 

he was at the start of the pandemic
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 Bunker for sale
An old bunker built in the 1960s is up for sale in 
St Agnes. The odd property was used as a Royal 
Observer Corps monitoring post during the Cold 
War, when there were fears of Russian nuclear 

bunker, which is accessed by a ladder and is 4.2m 

a toilet and a monitoring room with a couple of 

UK
 Museums and galleries at risk

Art Fund, the charity that raises funds to buy 

charity’s director, Jenny Waldman, said: “The 
latest lockdown is a body blow and is leaving 

bike recycling programme. Dozens of bikes are abandoned 

teaches bike repair skills to the unemployed. Stonepillow 
in Chichester will also receive bikes, which it sells to raise 
money to help the homeless. Angie Doll from Southern 

SUSSEXCORNWALL

NORFOLK

Rangers monitoring England’s largest 

black seal pups. Grey seals are born 

weeks to reveal a grey coat. However, 
around one in 400 reveal a black coat.

seal pups this winter season.
aims to use fruit trees as a learning 

Orchards Project gives free fruit 
trees to schools in South Central 

through nature. Last month, before 
schools were closed due to lockdown, 

grounds. Teacher Elaine Herbert said: 
“The development of our orchard is 

being as well as the science and 
environmental aspects of it. It’s an 

NORTH YORKSHIRE
 Coin sells for record price

A gold coin featuring Oliver Cromwell has 

when it went under the hammer. The sale 
sets a world record for a Cromwellian coin. 
Oliver Cromwell was an English general 

Charles I during the English Civil War. The 
king was beheaded and Cromwell ruled 

SOUTH WALES

 Big walks for brother

House & Jacksplace are hospices that 

has brain damage. Harry is walking 

Art Fund research found that six in ten museums 
and galleries were worried about their survival
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In the 1960s, there was a train service 
called Trans Europe Express that, at its 
peak, had 31 routes and could connect 

In fact, railways only take 8% of all the 

2

2
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MAN’S 
BEST FRIEND

SWAP PLANES SWAP PLANES 
FOR TRAINSFOR TRAINS

 
 The charity is on the lookout for people over 21, with a spare 

FOSTER FOSTER 
NEEDS NEEDS 

INCREASEINCREASE

BOY FIGHTS TO BOY FIGHTS TO 
SAVE CHARITYSAVE CHARITY
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 No more Google?
Australia is deciding whether to 
create a new law that would force 
Google and Facebook to pay news 
and media companies for content 
on their sites. In response, Google 
threatened to remove its search engine 
from Australia, and Facebook has said 
it will remove news from its feed for all 

Morrison said that “[Australia] doesn’t 
respond to threats.”

his to-do list. They included making it illegal not to wear a mask on public transport, 

XL oil pipeline, which would have carried 830,000 barrels of oil between Canada 

country’s minimum wage to $15 (£10.97) an hour, up from $7.25 (£5.30) an hour. 

Three bright pink see-saws, which 
were installed on the border between 

Design Museum’s Design of the Year 

made headlines across the world, 
despite only being up for less than 
an hour. Created by architects in 

see-saws were built so that kids 

in Mexico could play across the 
border fence that was built by former 
President Donald Trump’s government.

One of the factories making the Oxford 
and AstraZeneca COVID-19 vaccine was 

billion doses of the vaccine. Five people 

A pet duck called Duck has become a 

will swim out with his owners, then ride 

having fun in the sea. He’s even been 

with champion surfer Stephanie Gilmore.

 Thousands arrested
Following the arrest of Russian 

huge protests have taken place across 
Russia. More than 3,500 people 
are believed to have been arrested. 

(punished) to show that Russia’s arrest 
of Alexei Navalny and the arrest of 
protesters was “unacceptable”. Russia 

rotests  
and “interfering”.

 Tigray in trouble
Oxfam has warned that millions could 
be in need of help in the northern 

and a lack of food worsened by climate 

and the UN say that 4.5 million people 
need aid. To provide it, Oxfam says it 
urgently needs $10.2 million (£7.4m). 

coronavirus and climate change, have 
pushed millions to the brink.”

 
USA

AUSTRALIA

 
AUSTRALIA

ETHIOPIA

RUSSIA

 
INDIA

 
MEXICO
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First News has teamed up with                   show FYI and the                                       to make a series of videos 
for you to watch at home or at school, called I Don’t Get It  
to understand. This week, Tilly looks at the future of human life in space…

     he to

Kids – you can watch the I Don’t Get It video on the future of space travel at 

SPACE TRAVEL
WHAT IS 

ITS FUTURE?
IS IT HARD TO SURVIVE ON 
THE MOON?

The brilliant thing about the moon is 
that its gravity is only one sixth of what 
it is on Earth, so you can take giant 
leaps – easily breaking world high  
jump records! Plus it comes with  
the best view back to Earth.

But I couldn’t possibly survive for 
real dressed like I am below, as there’s 
no atmosphere on the moon. So 
astronauts need their own, very special 
spacesuit with their own supply of air.

The American Artemis project is 
aiming to return by 2024, including – 

moon. By the late 2020s, the US hopes 
to have a permanently manned base.

It will cost a fortune, though, so 

Dr Maggie Aderin-Pocock to help us 

 Part of it is the spirit of 
adventure, part how to learn new 
things, like how to live away from 
Earth. Or the challenge, for instance,  
of designing a base on the moon. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

By the early 2030s, NASA has said it 
also wants to send astronauts to Mars, 
one of Earth’s closest neighbours. It’s 
known as the Red Planet and, at its 
nearest, is around 34 million miles 
away. So a round trip could take over 
a year.

 Maggie, the moon base could 

be a help here, couldn’t it? 
 Yes, that’s right, Tilly. If 

you’ve ever seen a rocket launch, 

surface of the Earth requires a huge 
amount of fuel. Also, sending people 
to Mars means a lot of supplies for 
the journey there and back. But, as 

one-sixth of the Earth’s gravity, so 
launching from a moon base would 
require a lot less fuel. And, with water 
having been detected on the moon, it 
may be possible to make the fuel up 
there on the moon’s surface.

We’ve already got a good idea of 
what the surface of Mars is like. This is 
because we’ve landed lots of probes 
and rovers to explore the dusty surface 
and send back amazing pictures.

So, what would it be like living 
here on Mars? 

The biggest challenge is 
the atmosphere – it’s mainly carbon 
dioxide, which means we can’t breathe 
it. So that means wearing a spacesuit 
whenever we’re outside. Then there’s 
the temperature. Mars is further away 
from the sun than the Earth is, so 

And there’s no quick rescue  
if things go wrong, is there? 

You’re right, Tilly. From the 

like a bright star in the night sky. A call 
for help message would take between 
5 and 20 minutes to get to the Earth, 

the two planets. And, even if a rescue 
mission were launched straight away, 
it would take around six months for it 
to get to Mars.

WILL WE EVER  
BE ABLE TO GO ON  
HOLIDAY TO SPACE?

There are not going to be hotels 
popping up on Mars, or even the 

 
edge of space – at a price.

In 2021 Richard Branson’s Virgin 

nearly 80 miles up, where they’ll 
experience weightlessness and 
amazing views for several minutes.  

 
for it – well over £100,000!

longer trips, into full orbit around the 
Earth in the next year or so – and even 
to orbit the moon.

WILL PEOPLE EVER LIVE 
ON OTHER PLANETS 
INSTEAD OF EARTH?

 
live all around the universe. Could that 
ever become a reality? 

: I’d really love to think that 
this may be possible in the future. In 
our galaxy, the Milky Way, there are 
around 300 billion stars, and we’re 

many of these stars. As humans, it’s 
hard to imagine a more perfect place 
to live than Earth. But the space age 
is very young, so imagine where we 

 
 Wow! Thanks.

 
become science fact one day.  
Watch this space…

IT’S
man on the moon, in July 1969.

Tilly

 
of just 12 humans to have ever walked on the moon – all American astronauts, and all men.

return in the next few years.

Life on the moon?
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THIS weekend is the RSPB’s Big Garden Birdwatch  
and everyone is invited to take part.

All you have to do is spend an hour in your garden, on your balcony or 
nearest green space and make a note of the birds you see 

is important because it helps create a picture of the  

how well a species is doing and where they are living.

www.rspb.org.uk.

BITESIZE NEWS

 
breeding centre due to open this year.

The centre, in a secluded part of the 

WILDCAT BOOST
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A SPECIES of frog living near noisy waterfalls in South America has 

 
They are one of the few species in the world that has evolved to do this. 

Behaviour.
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 WAVING 
HELLO
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The number of dogs reported stolen in the UK has risen by 250% 

 
DOG  in the UK is rare but on the rise, so owners 

are being warned to stay alert while walking their pets. 

ALERT!
BE!





SCIENTISTS in Germany have enabled mice paralysed with spinal cord injuries to walk again.
 

 

 

14. SCIENCE NEWS by Eddie de Oliveira FirstNews    

TWO weeks ago we reported on the news that two medicines had 
COVID DRUG NOT EFFECTIVE This report is from the Science Museum in London

made it possible to see inside the 
body without having to open it up.

bit.ly/2LU2baB
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 An X-ray of Röntgen’s 
 

(with ring!)

CAN YOU CATCH 
A BAD MOOD 
FROM A FRIEND?

THERE’S an old saying that “misery 
loves company”. Now it seems that 
might literally be true, because a 
bad mood can be contagious.
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PARALYSED MOUSE WALKS AGAIN
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THE LOST GALAXY

THIS stunning snap of the galaxy NGC 4535 was taken by the Hubble Space Telescope.
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MAASAI 
WOMEN FOR 

WILDLIFE

MEET YAMAT

 
 

 

 
would succeed. 

 
 

THE POWER OF BEEKEEPING
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WALLACE & GROMIT’S 
WINNING TIPS

Remember if you’re going to get value from your ideas, they’ll 

, so nobody can 
 

Don’t forget to apply for a  too, so your 

You can register a  so it looks 

Finally,  can protect the 

eas, they’ll

so nobody can

o, so your 

Go to  to learn more about the 
2 RESEARCH

What in your everyday life could you improve 

3 DESIGN
ENTER

1

4

WATCH RESEARCH

ENTER
DESIGN

WATCH

Do
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CHARITIES SUPPORTED BY FIRST NEWS

 How do you feel about bringing Tom’s 

they’re going to love it and feel just as connected 

of show I used to watch when I was a kid. I could 

to bring the show to life. There are bound to be  

 
 

 
 

isn’t a bad thing. This was another one of those 

Tom Gates 

 
 

well. I always try to do that in the books. I’ve just 

sings the new 

 
brought to the characters.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tom Gates 
 

 

World of Tom Gates now 

Tom Gates: Ten Tremendous 
Tales

TOM GATES  
FANS WILL 

LOVELOVE IT! IT!
LIZ  Tom Gates 

 
a new Tom Gates  
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y
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in partnership with…

 
  

 
 

home-schooling All 

can use their First News

WHAT WILL YOU FIND OUT ON 
FIRST NEWS EDUCATION TV?

Alongside the First News newspaper, our online TV channel will help you explore 
and understand events that are happening around the globe. The programmes will 

uncovering important topics you may know nothing about. 
On top of this, the episodes will support you to think through your ideas and 

opinions on global debates and consider how you would like life to change in the 
future for everyone.

In the  series, 

protect children’s rights and agreed it is their 

has never been to school and wants his right to I Don’t Get It

touch at 

I Don’t Get It 

regular topics in the 
news, including:

 space travel (p11)
 coronavirus
 AI
 racism
 climate crisis
 terrorism

 children’s rights

 child labour

 mental health
 endangered 
animals

are coming!

FYI  

There are reports from across the 
globe and news explainers to help 
you understand complex and tricky 
topics in the news. Plus, we have 

stars. Plus young people shine a 
light on their corner of the globe  
in “Our World”. 

This week’s FYI features a special 
report from Lebanon, six months 

have rebuilt their lives. And, as 
Children’s Mental Health week 
approaches on 1 February, the 

mental health and how to avoid it. 
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WORD
LADDER

SEE if you can get from the top 
 

 
 

a new word.

SUDOKU!SUDOKU!  

WORD WHEEL

SE
E h

ow
 m

any words of three or more le  ers you can ma e  using the middle

le
 e

r in
 each one. And can you  nd the word that uses all the le  ers

8 1
5 3 7 8 1
1 9 3 2

3 8 4 1
1 3 9 8
4 5 6 2

7 5 4 1
6 9 1 5 4

2 6
1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10

11

12 13 14

15

16 17

18

H R
D

A
VE

R

E
O ACROSS

1 Area of a house for general 

5
7

9
10
12
13 
16
17
18 

DOWN
1
2
3

6
8 
11
12

Hot country in Africa whose  

15

WIN! STIB PENCILS
CAN  

 

colouring pencils.
Brighten up homeschooling and be inspired with 

 



COMPETITIONS: You can enter First News 1. Go to  
2. First News

 
First News  
First News

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
JUST ?

A

 

E N V I R O N M E N T

X E U N R

C R A M T I D L E

L L A D D E R S A

A R O E C

M A Y B E B L U S H

A L F A E

T F E E L I N G R

I R I S O D O D O

O S O W U

N E T H E R L A N D S

8 1 7 3 4 6 2 5 9
9 5 2 1 7 8 6 3 4
6 4 3 2 5 9 7 8 1
3 9 5 7 6 4 8 1 2
2 8 4 5 9 1 3 6 7
1 7 6 8 2 3 9 4 5
5 6 9 4 8 7 1 2 3
7 2 1 6 3 5 4 9 8
4 3 8 9 1 2 5 7 6

21. PUZZLE FUN HOW TO ENTER:  

ENTER NOW! MARK YOUR ENTRY MARBLE

WIN!
MARBLE RUN
GET 

 

 
 

 

 

HEAD TO FIRSTNEWS.CO.UK/HOMEIHUB 
TO FIND OUT MORE

FIRST NEWS
HOME iHUB

IDEAL FOR HOMESCHOOLING

LIMITED OFFER: £15 FOR 3 MONTHS*

TED
ER:
OR
THS*

PERFECT 
FOR YEAR 2 
TO YEAR 8

IDEAL FO

LIM
OF
£153 MO

BHUBOMEIOO EIH B

FO
TO YEAR 8

B
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 What was it like teaming up with the  
 

the track?
It was a lot of fun! Young Voices has a very special place 
in my heart, so being able to work with them again 
despite COVID and also having the opportunity to work 
with YolanDa Brown and Billy Ocean has been a dream!

 Did you manage to record any of it together 
or did you have to work individually because of 
the pandemic?
I was lucky enough to get the chance to record with Billy 

It was an honour to watch Billy work in the studio and 

What have you been doing to keep yourself 

 

to all the voices singing together on this track feels 

 The single is raising money for Place2Be and 
coincides with Children’s World Mental Health 
Week, but what is it about Place2Be that is so 
important for you?

tools to talk to students about mental health and 
support them through that, it may encourage more 

 Mental health is so important for everyone, 
so what do you do for your mental health?

 

about you and want to help you and support you with 

 You performed with Young Voices when you 

It was such an awesome thing to be a part of, even if it is 

2 was something 

 

 Why would you recommend that people get 
involved with Young Voices?

 
 

a chorus and harmonies, plus they get to sing alongside 

Lovely Day  

Yo
un

g 
Vo

ic
es

MENTAL HEALTH
MUSIC FOR 

SINGER and former The Voice champion R
has teamed up with legendary singer Billy Ocean, music 
star YolanDa Brown and the Young Voices children’s 
choir to release a brand-new single, Lovely Day
song is raising money for children’s mental health 
charity Place2Be and it is being released to coincide with 

Yo
un

g 
Vo

ic
es



WE’D all like a superhero in our 
lives, but we don’t expect that 
superhero to be a squirrel! 

Flora & Ulysses premieres on Disney+ 
on 19 February.

23. ENTERTAINMENT FirstNews    

THIS WEEK
1 Teenage singer and social 

media star JoJo Siwa has 
told fans that she is gay. The 
17-year-old star, who started 
a craze for giant hair bows, 
shared her news on social 
media. She told fans that she 
was “super duper happy.”

 2 has been cancelled for 
the second year in a row 
because of COVID-19. The news was announced on 
social media last week. People who had paid a deposit 

 3 It looks like we’ll 

October to see the 
new James Bond
No Time To Die, 

the release for a third 

global pandemic. It is 
now scheduled to hit 
cinemas around the 
world on 8 October. 

 

PICSPICS  OF THE WEEK

D
is

ne
y

D
is

ne
y

D
is

ne
y

 What is Jess Beaker like as a character?

 

feel when you got the part of Jess?

 

 

 What were the other actors like to 
work with?

 

 young actor 
told us what it’s like 

to play Tracy Beaker’s 
daughter Jess in 

, the  starts on CBBC 

FIVE 
MINUTES 
WITH…

BB
C

BB
C

EMMA   
DAVIES 
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Xbox Live Gold is needed by Xbox gamers to play online 

 

on Xbox.

Fortnite

 

Fortnite

Fortnite

 

FORTNITE ’S $20M PRIZE FUND

ENTER NOW!ENTER NOW!  MARK YOUR ENTRY MARK YOUR ENTRY MINIMINI

 

 

 

TELL YOUR 
FRIENDS

TRY 3 ISSUES

FOR £1

 

 

WIN! 
5 SURPRISE 
TOY MINI 
BRANDS BUNDLES

XBOX LIVE GOLD’S PRICE 
GOES UP… AND DOWN

YOU GO  
GLOW SQUIDS!
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MEET Rhino the rhinoceros iguana 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

º

SNOW IN THE SAHARA
 

 

 
 

 

 

SPACE 
HAGGIS

WHAT A KICK!AA GOLDEN  GOLDEN OLDIEOLDIE

DID YOU KNOW?
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YOUR READS!

FREE FESTIVAL!

We’ll need around 100 words on a book you’ve been reading and a picture of 
yourself (with parents’ permission!) sent to 

WE WANT YOUR WE WANT YOUR BOOK REVIEWS!BOOK REVIEWS!

How To Train Your Dragon is a lovely, 
thrilling adventure about a small boy called 
Hiccup who is a son of a Viking chief called Stoick.

Hiccup isn’t born to look like a hero, as he is very 

another dragon arrives called Purple Death and is even 

This is a truly charming adventure by Cressida Cowell, 
designed for adventure lovers!

Suresh and Sandeep are two brothers who 
 

streets of India because of family misfortunes. 
 

 
 

to survive and earn jobs as glass collectors. 
Minutes turn to hours, hours turn to days, days turn 

into months, as the brothers grow and change along with 
the streets. 

 
a street kid, there are many disadvantages. 

among all of the broken glass? 

HOW TO TRAIN YOUR DRAGON 
CRESSIDA COWELL

BROKEN GLASS SALLY GRINDLEY

FOR MORE TIPS AND ACTIVITIES TO IMPROVE 
YOUR READING, WRITING, SPEAKING AND LISTENING 

AT HOME, VISIT WORDSFORLIFE.ORG.UK

N  Literacy Trust’s
Virtual School Library

MEET Mr Tiger, Betsy and 
the Blue Moon with Sally 
Gardner!

Visit the Virtual School Library, 

to read 
for free and watch an 

exclusive video with the author.
Sally recommends these books:

 
by 
by Peggy Fortnum

 Holes by Louis Sachar
 Eight Princesses and 

a Magic Mirror by 
Natasha Farrant, 
illustrated by Lydia Corry

FREE  
 

events hosted by some of the world’s best-selling 
children’s book authors and illustrators.

There are videos and podcasts for all the events, 
featuring authors and illustrators like Cressida 

Cowell, Chris Riddell, Robin Stevens and Jason Reynolds, to name just a few!
 

star Karim Zeroual!
To get involved, head to  and join as a 

member. During the sign-up process, input the code FREEMAGICPRESS and you’ll 

Available from all good bookshops  
10% of author royalties donated to the Lake District Holocaust Project

“The best children’s 
fiction book I’ve 

yet read about the 
Holocaust”

TIM ROBERTSON,  
CEO ANNE FRANK TRUST UK

“Superb”
DAILY TELEGRAPH,  

BEST CHILDREN’S BOOKS OF 2020

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL DAY  
27 JANUARY 2021

FREE school and family-friendly activities: 
www.tompalmer.co.uk/after-the-war/

reviewed by 
Mia Abbas-

Wright, 
aged nine

reviewed by 
William Zhao, 

aged ten

Ly
di

a 
Co

rr
y
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LOCKDOWN COMIC
IN April last year, in the middle of Lockdown 1, my sister 

It’s inspired by The Beano, which we love, and is called The Harby. 
It has a whole set of characters, who have adventures and get into 

a wordsearch. One issue has a jokes page, and we’re going to include a special pull-out 

but we will keep going!

by Hal and Tess Aldrick

JUNIOR
JOURNALIST

WE WANT TO 
HEAR WHAT  
YOU/YOUR 
SCHOOL IS UP TO
you’ve been up to lately! Have 

 
First News

(including pictures) to

Don’t forget to include your 

you give consent to First News 

of those involved in the report.

First News  or (020) 3195 2000  or call 0330 333 0186
 or call (01371) 851 898  

 

First News

WHAT’S IN THE 

SHOPS?
THIRSTY?

COLOURFUEL COLOUR-
CHANGING DRINKS 
BOTTLE
CAMPUSGIFTS.CO.UK  £11.99

is blue, apply the 
heat of a handprint 

BUILD-ON BRICK MUG
AMAZON.CO.UK  £13.90

RAINBOW STAINLESS 
STEEL STRAWS
TEMPTATIONGIFTS.COM  
£3.99
Eco-friendly and very sturdy, 
these reusable stainless-
steel straws are the perfect 
way to enjoy your favourite 

are ideal for carrying in 
your bag. This set includes 
two straws and one 
cleaning bush.

Hal & Tess in The Owl bookshop

SHOPS

*All prices correct at 
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Athletes compete in the men’s 15km mass start at the biathlon 
World Cup meet in Antholz-Anterselva, Italy. Norway’s Johannes 

Ski World Cup in Kitzbühel, Austria. Beat Feuz of Switzerland went on to win both races

way to winning the women’s 1,000m 

Fulham keeper Marek Rodák 
makes a save during his side’s 

3-0 FA Cup loss to Burnley

SPORT IN SPORT IN 
PICTURESPICTURES
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SPORT IN
NUMBERS
18

43

6
 

 

GO, GOGGIA, GO!

 

HOUGHTON 
MAKES 
HISTORY
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